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STORM BAY –  OFF SHORE FARMING 
• Huon Aquaculture pioneered offshore farming in Tasmania and we have been successfully farming in 

Storm Bay since 2014. A significant amount of research, undertaken over many years, has informed 
our operations in Storm Bay, one of the roughest aquaculture farming areas in the world.    

• During the five-year implementation phase of the Controlled Growth Strategy, we focused on re-
engineering every step in the production processes to enable us to operate in high-energy sites 
offshore.  

• Prior to commencing farming in Storm Bay we had closed down our shallowest inshore sites in the 
Huon River, to reduce our impact on neighbours and improve navigation and safety while reducing 
our environmental impact.  

• Huon operates five farm lease sites in Storm Bay on the Eastern side of Bruny Island, which is located 
within a Marine Farming Development Plan (MFDP) area. Of the five, we have four active leases, East 
of Yellow Bluff and four lease areas zoned Storm Bay 1, 2, 3 and 4 (SB1-4).  

• In 2014, Trumpeter Bay was Huon’s first active offshore lease (one pen of salmon was grown in 1995 
as a trial) although this was decommissioned in late 2019 to allow for better separation between the 
remaining leases.  

• With stringent biosecurity principles applied to the farming area, each farm lease is positioned to 
maximise the distance between salmon production zones, thereby reducing the risk of disease transfer 
between year classes in the MFDP area.   

 

 

O F F S H O R E  F A R M I N G  

Offshore farming for Huon means that the location must meet certain environmental conditions and that the 
equipment and farming practices enable farming to be undertaken safely. To be considered an offshore site 
it must have the right combination of good water flow and wave action (high energy) and coarse sand 
sediment on the seafloor. A coarse sand seabed is ideal for sustainable salmon farming. The coarser, more 
mobile sediment under the pens is better oxygenated which means that any nutrient load (organic matter) is 
broken down more quickly. 

The mix of high energy and inorganic coarse sand sediment is only typically found in exposed sites and they 
are the two factors that we combine to consider an offshore farming site. It’s not necessarily about distance 
from the shore, but rather having the right criteria such as wind, waves, current and suitable sediment type. 
Overall, this means that offshore sites have less impact on the environment than an inshore site for the same 
farming activity. 
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S T O R M  B A Y  L E A S E S  

Our East of Yellow Bluff (EoYB) lease is 260Ha and situated 1.5km offshore. EoYB is regulated by the 
State Government under Marine Farming Lease Licence 281 and the associated EPA compliance falls under 
Environmental Licence 10180. 

The primary purpose of the EoYB lease is to stock smolt (our younger fish) which are grown to an average 
weight around 1.5-2kg.  

The SB 1- 4 are four 50Ha leases within a total lease area of 200Ha to the south (toward Cape Queen 
Elizabeth) sited between 1.2 to 1.8km off Bruny Island. SB zones receive the 1.5-2kg sized fish from EoYB 
and grow these to harvest. These sites are in deeper water to accommodate the larger 240m pens which are 
positioned to improve biosecurity through better separation of salmon year-classes.  

SB1-4 is regulated by the State Government under Marine Farming Lease Licence 261 to carry out marine 
farming in State waters and the associated EPA compliance falls under an Environmental Licence. 

A very conservative estimate of the area of Storm Bay is 59,860Ha, of which our farming area is 460Ha; less 
than one per cent.  

 

V E S S E L S  &  O F F S H O R E  A C T I V I T Y  

Huon’s wellboats, the Ronja Storm and Ronja Huon, and Huon’s feed barges are some of the larger vessels 
designed to service our offshore sites. See Fact Sheet – Wellboats for additional details.  

Our feed barges are moored, centralised vessels that are remotely controlled from our Hobart office. They 
have been designed to automatically provide feed to our fish pens (without the need for staff on board) and 
we currently have four in Storm Bay. The Hogan and Hulk (tow of the world’s largest) are 600T capacity feed 
barges, approx. 37 metres long x 12 metres wide and are permanently moored on site. The Hogan is used to 
service the larger pens, with its 600T feed silos topped up once every two weeks from vessels such as the 
Huon Supply. The Hope and Hibbs are 320T feed capacity Barges, approx. 23 metres long and 12 metres 
wide, moored within our East of Yellow Bluff lease to feed the pens stocked with smolt.  

Feed barges house high-tech feed systems that use a pellet-recognition system to determine when the fish 
are hungry and when they are full, which means less wastage and reduced environmental impact. By 
utilising remote operations Huon is enabled to; feed, inspect nets and other infrastructure, remove mortalities 
and monitor the environment from shore. They also serve as a weather station, monitor wave/current buoys 
and capture live video feeds of conditions, ensuring the safety of employees during rough weather. 

Over the past few years Huon has invested more than $100M in our patented Fortress Pens, which are in 
use in Storm Bay; some of the roughest farming conditions in the world. This high energy site, frequently 
receives storms swells and gale force winds and the pens continue to withstand the elements. Our Fortress 
Pens contain no steel parts to damage boats or chaff through nets and ropes. We also use light-weight, 
super-strong nets on the pens (made from the same material as bullet-proof vests) which can withstand 
extremely high current flow. See Fact Sheet – Fortress Pens for additional details. 
 

E N V I R O N M E N T A L  M O N I T O R I N G  

The Storm Bay leases are regulated by the State Government under Marine Farming Licences in addition to 
significant environmental monitoring compliance with is regulated through EPA Environmental Licences for 
each site. 

Environmental monitoring in Storm Bay has shown that nutrients are undetectable above background levels 
at distances greater than 500 metres from fish farm pens.  The nutrients are either diluted by the strong 
waterflows through the farms and/or are relatively rapidly absorbed by the system in general (e.g., 
phytoplankton).   
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Huon also undertake on-farm monitoring at each lease site which includes: water temperature, salinity, 
dissolved oxygen, ambient phytoplankton and zooplankton, net fouling and marine debris.  Some of these 
indicators are publicly available (in real time) on our Sustainability Dashboard 
https://dashboard.huonaqua.com.au/environment.  

A suite of approved FRDC research (from CSIRO and IMAS) is currently underway to continuously inform 
the expansion in Storm Bay.  The research suite includes: 

o Hydrodynamic and biogeochemical modelling and monitoring (led by CSIRO)  

o Decision support tools (led by CSIRO) 

o Observational and monitoring program design, implementation and evaluation (led by IMAS). 

In addition to the suite of three projects above there is a large Governance Project–FRDC Project 2018-103 
all of which will contribute to scientifically robust information and predictive tools.  

By the end of 2020, the first Broadscale Environmental Monitoring Program report on Storm Bay will be 
released (a similar report has been undertaken in the Huon and Channel since 2009).  

This Storm Bay relevant government framework is a localised lease-specific monitoring program developed 
by the EPA in consultation with the Institute for Marine and Antarctic Studies (IMAS) and Commonwealth 
Scientific Industry Research Organisation (CSIRO) to monitor key environmental indicators within and 
adjacent to marine farming lease areas and throughout Storm Bay. This program involves proposal-specific 
monitoring of water quality and sediment condition geared to production cycles and ongoing broadscale 
monitoring to assess water quality, sediment condition and reef community structure at intermediate and far-
field scales. 

See Fact Sheet – BEMP for more information.  

 

S T A K E H O L D E R  E N G A G E M E N T  

Huon undertook a range of stakeholder 
consultation and community engagements over 
many years to inform the preparation of the 
East of Yellow Bluff (EoYB) Environmental 
Impact Statement (EIS).  Consultation and 
engagement was undertaken in the context of 
the company’s wider changes to farming, 
including the use of new technology (such as 
the wellboat and Fortress Pens) and farming 
methods that the company’s growth is largely 
predicated on.  

The stakeholder engagement program provided 
opportunities to participate in a range of 
consultative activities in relation to the proposed 
amendment to secure a suitable lease site to 
introduce smolt into the sea in close proximity to 
Huon’s first genuine ‘offshore’ or ‘exposed’ fish 
farm sites in Storm Bay. 

An important feature of consultation was the 
company’s willingness to actively respond to the 
concerns of stakeholders. This is evidenced by 
the re-siting of the proposed new zone further 
offshore (Trumpeter Bay off Storm Bay lease area to new zone east of Yellow Bluff) in direct response to 
feedback from regulators (MAST and TasPorts), commercial and recreational boating and fishing industry 
feedback. 

This graphic details the proposed changes used during the consultation 
process.  

https://dashboard.huonaqua.com.au/environment
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Since the preparation of the EIS (over the period 2017 and 2018), Huon also responded to concerns from 
local residents in relation to visual impacts and subsequently made a further modification to the proposed 
lease site.  

 


